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he Internet was designed for and grew primarily due
to the success of one-to-one applications such as reli-
able file transfer and electronic mail. Its growth how-

ever has fostered the emergence of new applications that are
inherently one-to-many, such as video-on-demand and live
media streaming; or many-to-many, such as video conferenc-
ing and multiplayer games. These applications put a strain on
the available resources and make inefficient use of a one-to-
one or in other words unicast-only infrastructure. The need
for efficient support of one-to-many and many-to-many appli-
cations led to the proposal for the implementation of multi-
casting on the global inter-network called IP Multicast  [1]. In
essence, an IP Multicast capable network allows one or more
sources to efficiently send data to a group of recipients [1]
whereby the source transmits only one copy of the data and
the appropriate network nodes efficiently make duplicate
copies for each receiver. After a decade of research into the
various issues of IP Multicasting such as routing, group man-
agement, address allocation, authorization and security, Quali-
ty of Service (QoS) and scalability, the widespread deployment
of IP Multicast on the global inter-network has been dogged
by technical, administrative and business related issues [2].
This is especially true with respect to Internet connections to
homes provided by local Internet Service Providers (ISP) that
very rarely allow home users the ability to be a part of an IP

Multicast session. Therefore, there have been recent propos-
als to alternative group communication services that either
grow out of the IP Multicast model and still support IP Multi-
casting or offer a competing model. El-Sayed et al. give a sur-
vey of such proposals [3] where they present a survey of
multicasting approaches alternative to classic IP Multicasting.
These include using reflectors, permanent tunneling (e.g.
MBONE), relying on specific routing services such as IPv6,
and Application Layer Multicasting or automatic tunneling. In
contrast to the general overview of all IP multicast alterna-
tives presented in [3], our article’s contribution is its survey on
Application Layer Multicasting specifically and providing
much greater details about existing trends and a much deeper
discussion of ALM protocols. The motivation behind studying
ALM, as opposed to the other proposed alternatives to IP
Multicasting, is ALM’s practical success and deployability on
today’s Internet, especially for home users, as demonstrated
by file sharing applications such as Napster and Kazaa. Our
approach here is to identify properties that are significant
across the board for all applications and characterize the pro-
tocol architecture accordingly. These properties include appli-
cation domain, group configuration, routing protocols, and
other characteristics that typically lead to trade-offs in design
decisions such as mesh-first approach versus tree-first
approach (group management), minimum spanning tree or
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clustering structure (routing), multi-source versus single
source (application domain), and many other characteristics.
Our article further contributes to the field by using the above-
mention properties for categorizing ALM protocols based on
these properties. As such, we define two sets of categoriza-
tion. In one set, we first classify routing algorithms and their
properties and then categorize the protocols based on the
type of routing algorithm used. In the second set, we catego-
rize the protocols based primarily on their application domain
and group configuration, also taking into account other
important characteristics. We begin our discussion with a
background about multicasting.

MULTICASTING BACKGROUND

In one-to-many or many-to-many communications, often a
sender may need to send the same message to many receivers.
Examples include audio webcasting, where the same audio
stream is sent to many receivers and video conferencing or
online gaming where any participant can generate data
(audio, video, update messages) that need to be sent to all
other participants. Traditional approaches such as using multi-
ple one-to-one unicast connections or using a client-server
approach are not scalable and will become bottlenecks and
eventually collapse with increasing number of users in the sys-
tem. Multicasting, on the other hand, allows a sender to send
the message only once; the network would then deliver the
message to all receivers in the group. The source sends a
packet to the network, and the network copies the packet at
the routers such that each destination will receive a copy of
the packet. This approach, which is the main component of IP
Multicast [1] will make the most efficient use of network
resources compared to one-to-one or client-server approach-
es, where the packet has to be sent more than once either by
the source or by a server. However, this also implies that the
network has to be intelligent, in the sense that it has to know
how to route the packet such that each destination receives a
copy. In other words, the routers in the network must be
capable of setting up and tearing down of IP Multicast ses-
sions as well as processing and routing IP Multicast packets. It
is this intelligence required from the network that can present
a major hurdle in the way of the deployment of IP Multicast
in a global inter-network that was originally conceived based
on unicasting principals.

Hence, Multicasting requires route establishment since
data is forwarded to a group of receivers rather than to indi-
vidual receivers. Multicast routing protocols come up with

solutions to setup routes within the
network. A good understanding of
this concept is essential to the fun-
damentals presented in this article;
hence we present an example here
to illustrate a typical multicast
routing technique: Distance Vector
Multicast Routing Protocol
(DVMRP) [4]. DVMRP is a multi-
cast extension to the unicast rout-
ing concepts used in RIP (Routing
Information Protocol) [5]. It is a
source-based routing protocol
where the receiver initiates the cal-
culation of routing information.
Therefore, a spanning tree, opti-
mal with respect to delay, is creat-
ed for each source. Multicast data
units are then routed using reverse
path multicasting (RPM). It applies

techniques like poison-reverse and graft data units for dynam-
ic control of the multicast tree. Figure 1a represents a net-
work consisting of a set of routers A to E. A cost is associated
with each link interconnecting two routers. The number asso-
ciated with the cost is an indication of the value of parameters
such as end to end delay, maximum outgoing bandwidth, or
any other parameter pertinent to the application (actual $
cost, out degree, …), and should be considered as a normal-
ized number that is relative across all links. For instance, in
Fig. 1a), the link from A to C is more “costly” than the link
from C to D. A number of multicast group members (r1, r2,
r3, r4) are attached to some of the routers. In a real applica-
tion, these could be home users participating in an online
game, for example. DVMRP builds a separate shortest path
for each sender. For example, in Fig. 1a), there is more than
one path from Router A to Router D: A-D and A-C-D. The
cost of the first path (18) is higher than that of the second
path (8 + 5 = 13). Figure 1b shows the shortest path from
source S, attached at Router A, to receiver r1. Similarly, when
receiver r2, r3 and r4 join the system in that order, the tree is
further extended as shown in Fig. 1c, Fig. 1d and Fig. 1e,
respectively. Figure 1e clearly shows the data distribution tree
among the multicast members from the source attached at
Router A. It should be noted that this tree is only for the sin-
gle source S. When dealing with multiple sources, the tree
construction becomes more complicated, as we shall see later
in the article.

In addition to the approach shown in the above example,
there are other approaches for multicast routing. Multicast
extension to the unicast OSPF, called MOSPF, is another
routing protocol for IP multicasting [6]. It is based on OSPF
(Open Shortest Path First) [7] and can be categorized as a
source based algorithm. In contrast to DVMRP, it is not a
reverse path algorithm, and is based on link state algorithm.
Core-based trees (CBT), another approach, use the concept
of shared trees with rendezvous points [8]. CBTs generate a
shared bidirectional multicast tree that take into account the
current group membership when it is being established. The
main objective of CBT is to minimize the amount of status
information and to reduce the control overhead. But it has
the disadvantages of traffic concentration and non-optimal
paths. Protocol Independent Multicasting (PIM) is yet anoth-
er approach. PIM has two variants: PIM-sparse mode [9] and
PIM-dense mode [10]. These modes are inherently two differ-
ent multicast routing protocols. They operate efficiently for
sparse and dense groups respectively. In PIM-sparse mode, it
assumes that nodes are likely to be located far away from

nFigure 1. a) A multicast scenario; b) receiver r1 joins; c) receiver r2 joins; d) receiver r3
joins; and e) receiver r4 joins.
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each other. The available bandwidth tends to be small. For
PIM-dense mode, the distances between members must be
short and their availability is judged to be high.

DEPLOYMENT ISSUES WITH MULTICASTING

Although IP Multicasting seems to hold great promise, its
practical deployment issues have prevented it from becoming
available on a global Internet level. Here we briefly describe
some of these issues and refer the readers to [2] for a compre-
hensive list of deployment issues and their detailed discussion.

IP Multicast-capable routers need to be installed at all lev-
els of the network (from backbone to edge routers) for the
multicasting service to work and be widely available, present-
ing a substantial cost to ISPs. In addition, there is a tendency
to install simple and unintelligent (therefore very fast) routers
at the backbone level since they can more efficiently handle
high capacity traffic instead of routers that can handle com-
plex services such as IP Multicasting. There also exist manage-
ment and security issues related to the deployment of IP
Multicast: the ease of flooding attacks via multicasting, unau-
thorized reception of data from a multicast session, preventing
allocation of same multicast address for two sessions, the diffi-
culty of setting up firewalls while allowing multicasting, etc.
Billing and service charge is another problem: a standard
model to charge for the delivery of packets duplicated by
routers does not yet exist. Note that most of the problems dis-
cussed above are easier to solve in an Intranet environment
controlled by a single entity due to the level of control that
exists in an Intranet. However, when it comes to the Internet,
these issues become problematic to the extent that they make
the deployment of IP Multicast at all levels of the Internet
next to impractical. In fact other approaches, such as the Mul-
ticast Backbone (MBONE) [11] project of the mid 90’s bring
multicasting closer to reality. In essence, MBONE uses uni-
cast connections between two or more subnetworks which are
capable of IP Multicast, referred to as Multicast Capable
Islands, by encapsulating the multicast packet in a regular uni-

cast IP packet and sending it from
one subnetwork to others. This
technique is also known as IP tun-
neling. But, inherent to the
MBONE are the general problems
of IP Multicasting such as receiver
authentication, group management
and possibility of flooding. In addi-
tion, the static setting up of unicast
tunnels stymies the natural growth
of such a network and assumes
responsible use of the available
resources. Consequently, the
MBONE is not made available to
typical home Internet users
through their ISPs, restricting its
use among education and research
institutions.

The lack of network-level sup-
port for multicasting has thus led
researchers and commercial enti-
ties to seek alternative ways of mul-
ticasting at the application layer. In
this article we present the rational
and design concepts behind ALM.
We will compare it against IP mul-
ticasting and discuss its pros and
cons. A novel classification of vari-
ous ALM protocols for the past 10

years is also presented. This classification, structured in 2 sets
of categorization based on application configuration and rout-
ing algorithm type, gives a unique perspective of the plethora
of ALM protocols that have emerged, helping practitioners in
the field select suitable protocols for their given multi-user
networked applications. We will also take a closer look at
three popular ALM protocols (ZIGZAG [12], NICE [12], and
OMNI [13]) and present their inner working as a tutorial for
those researchers who are interested in developing their own
ALM protocol for a specific application. The rest of this arti-
cle is organized as follows: we give an introduction to ALM
and compares it to IP Multicasting, while we discuss design of
ALM protocols. We present the classification of various ALM
protocols. Some classical ALM protocols are explained later.
We portray open issues and future work. Finally, we conclude
the article with closing remarks.

APPLICATION LAYER MULTICASTING

The concept of ALM is simply the implementation of multi-
casting functionality as an application service instead of a net-
work service. Figure 2b represents the ALM configuration for
the same group of sender and receivers in the IP multicasting
scenario shown in Fig. 2a. Here, the multicasting tree has
been built at the application layer. Using only the unicasting
capability of the network, the source sends two packets, one
to D1 and one to D2, each of which in turn send the packet to
D4 and D3, respectively.

While IP Multicast is implemented by network nodes (i.e.,
routers) and avoids multiple copies of the same packet on the
same link as well as possibly constructing optimal trees, ALM
is implemented by application nodes (either end systems or
proxies) and results in multiple copies of the same packet on
the same link as well as typically constructing non-optimal
trees. In exchange for its inefficiency, as compared to IP Mul-
ticast (by resulting in higher stress links and larger diameter
trees), ALM remedies the key shortcoming of the IP Multi-

nFigure 2. a) IP multicasting scenario and b) application layer multicast.
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cast model: easier and possibly immediate deployment over
the Wide Area Network. For example, End System Multicast
(ESM) [14, 15], one of the current implementation of ALM,
has been already deployed successfully on the Internet in vari-
ous applications. In ESM, when a user tunes into the system,
this end-host is both downloading the data and uploading it to
other end-host.

In what can be regarded as one of the key efforts advocat-
ing ALM, Chu et al. illustrated using both simulation and
Internet experiments that ALM systems can form overlay
multicast trees that incur low performance penalties (in terms
of link stress and tree stretch) compared to IP Multicast [15].
ALM disadvantages such as longer delays and less efficient
network usage compared to IP multicasting are balanced by
its advantages such as immediate deployability on the Inter-
net, easier maintenance and update of the algorithm, and last
but certainly not least the ability to adapt to a specific applica-
tion. A common approach to Application Layer Multicasting
is for the multicast participants to establish an overlay topolo-
gy of unicast links to serve as a virtual network (overlay net-
work) on top of which multicast trees can be constructed.
Figure 3 below shows an example of 7 peers forming a topolo-
gy (Fig. 3a) and a multicast tree being constructed with node
D as the source (Fig. 3b).

To better illustrate the performance penalties mentioned
above, let us have a closer look at one scenario comparing IP
Multicast and ALM. Consider Fig. 4a that shows a physical

topology. There are four routers (A–D), and four end-systems
(a–d). Link delays are as indicated. Assume ‘a’ wishes to send
data to all other end-systems. Figure 4b depicts the IP Multi-
cast tree constructed by DV MRP. Routers A and C receive a
single copy of the packet and forward it along multiple inter-
faces. At most one copy of a packet is sent over any physical
link. Each recipient receives data with the same delay as
though End-system “a” were sending to it directly by unicast.
ALM on the other hand does not rely on router support for
multicast. Here, data replication and forwarding are handled
by the end-systems as shown in Fig. 4c. Figure 4d shows how
end-system overlay network maps onto the underlying physical
network. The resource usage for IP multicast and ALM for
this particular case are 37 and 39 respectively. ALM is there-
fore more costly in this example, again balanced with the ben-
efit of being immediately deployable.

Multicast routing protocols build multicast trees to deliver
data and to exchange necessary routing information. In IP
multicast, each host informs to its designated multicast router
in its subnetwork when it joins or leaves the group. Then the
multicast routers exchange group membership information
over the multicast tree. All of this control overhead about
members joining, members leaving, and updating the multi-
cast tree is carried by the Internet Group Membership Proto-
col (IGMP) [16]. As there is no redundant path in the tree
delivery structure, IP multicast improves network efficiency
and scales to a large group size. Despite its bandwidth effi-

nFigure 4. a) A physical topology; b) IP multicast tree constructed by DVMRP; c) ALM concept; and d) End-system overlay network.
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ciency, it suffers from the deployment issues mentioned earli-
er. Application layer multicast, although less efficient than IP
Multicast as demonstrated in the above comparison, is receiv-
ing increasing popularity in the multicast community primarily
due to its ease of deployment. In ALM, multicast architecture,
group membership, multicast delivery structure construction,
and data forwarding are exclusively controlled by participating
end hosts, thus it does not require the support of intermediate
nodes such as routers. On the negative side, an end-host in
ALM has little or no knowledge about the underlying network
topology, thus resulting in performance penalty in term of
longer end-to-end latency and lower efficiency compared to
IP multicast. Group membership and multicast delivery struc-
tures and monitoring of network conditions are also done at
end hosts, causing additional overhead for end hosts com-
pared to IP multicasting. Table 1 below is a conceptual com-
parison of typical IP multicast with ALM.

In ALM, new members find out about the topology from a
common bootstrap point called a Rendezvous Point (RP) and
join the topology by exchanging control messages with a sub-
set of members already part of the topology. Unlike the
IGMP protocol used in IP Multicasting, the control messages
in ALM are exchanged in an application-specific manner and
are completely up to the designers of the protocol. A good
topology consists of a rich connected graph, such that a peer
is connected to other peers through multiple paths, and in an
efficient and cost-aware manner, such that the distance or
delay between peers is minimized while the number of con-
nections is bounded. Other metrics such as robustness (ability
to deal with members leaving the topology), scalability (ability
to efficiently increase the size of the topologies for very large
number of peers) and low control overhead (minimizing the
exchange of control messages) also determine the quality of
an overlay topology. Creating and maintaining good topolo-
gies thus becomes one of the core responsibilities of an ALM
protocol. Once a topology is constructed and maintained, a
multicast tree can be constructed on top of the graph accord-
ing to a routing strategy that would commonly strive to mini-
mize the cost of the multicast tree in terms of the delay (or
other important parameters, depending on the application)
experienced by each peer as well as the amount of data dupli-
cation each peer is required to perform. Revisiting Fig. 3, we
can say that Fig. 3b shows an example of overlay tree over the
sample topology of Fig. 3a. In the next section, we will take a
closer look at these design issues pertaining to the ALM
topology and multicast tree.

APPLICATION LAYER
MULTICAST PROTOCOL DESIGN

Since its introduction, there have been a myriad of ALM pro-
tocols with a wide variety of approaches and characteristics.
Designing a protocol typically involves making design deci-
sions based on a given set of requirement, constraints under
certain circumstances and given set of resources whose avail-

ability is assumed. The aim of this section is to highlight some
of the more important categories and general approaches of
the different protocols based on these requirements, con-
straints and assumed resources and discuss how they affect
the service each protocol provides as well as how its overall
characteristics.

APPLICATION DOMAIN

Perhaps the most crucial feature of an ALM protocol and one
that affects most of its resulting characteristics is its targeting
application. The application domain determines the number
of users that a protocol must support, the data types a proto-
col’s delivery tree must accommodate and the metrics that
such a tree attempts to optimize. We follow the same catego-
rization of application domains driving multicast deployment
as those according to Diot et al. [2]:
• Audio/video streaming: usually involves a single source

distributing media to a large number of receivers. Exam-
ples include live streaming of a sporting event, or stream-
ing of pre-recorded news. The primary metric is
bandwidth and latency to a lesser extent

• Audio/video conferencing: these involve small to medium
size groups interacting in a multi-party conferencing ses-
sion. The difference with the previous category is the
smaller group size, higher degree of interactivity and the
existence of multiple sources. Both bandwidth and laten-
cy are important metrics

• Generic multicast service: protocols falling into this appli-
cation domain category try to create a generic multicast
service based on specific metrics that can affect a variety
of applications

• Reliable data broadcast and file transfer: reliable transfer
and distribution of (usually large) files (e.g. distributed
databases and file sharing). Bandwidth is the only metric
As can be seen, the different classes of applications have

different sets of requirements regarding reliability, latency,
bandwidth, and scaling. Such requirements in turn determine
the design choices of ALM protocol regarding the group man-
agement mechanism it deploys. The application domain there-
fore influences the ALM protocol. In a tree based multicast
system, for example, a node is either an interior node (has
children) or a leaf node (has no children). This design choice
initiates two problems. First, it is an unfair system. Only the
interior nodes are responsible to forward the data. The system
becomes unbalanced as leaf nodes increase more rapidly than
the interior nodes. Second, due to network capacity, interior
nodes may not handle high bandwidth applications — sacrific-
ing the quality. In an application level streaming system, usu-
ally audio/video streams are split into several smaller streams.
Each stream is stamped with a numerical sequence number to
put it at the correct sequence for playback. Usually FEC (for-
ward error correction) code is used to ensure guaranteed
stream delivery. For example, split stream [17] ensures that
the majority of nodes are interior nodes in one tree, and they
will be leaf nodes in all other trees. Hence the system dis-

nTable 1. Conceptual comparison of IP multicast and ALM.

Issues IP multicast Application Layer Multicast

Multicast efficiency in terms of delay/bandwidth High Low — Medium

Complexity or Overhead Low Medium — High

Ease of deployment Low Medium — High

The OSI layer where the multicast protocol works Network layer Application layer
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tributes forwarding workloads among all nodes and solves the
unfair and unbalanced problem in the conventional streaming
system. In split stream, nodes choose to join a subset of the
stripes to control their inbound bandwidths and also opt to
limit the number of children nodes they accept to control
their outbound bandwidths. Thus, it accommodates nodes
with different bandwidths and solves the second problem.
Similarly, other application domains have different objectives
and different constraints. Typically, an ALM protocol focuses
on optimizing its tree for a single and very specific application
domain.

DEPLOYMENT LEVEL

A key factor determining the set of assumptions an ALM pro-
tocol operates based on, is at what level the protocol is
expected to be deployed: at the infrastructure level or end sys-
tem level. Infrastructure-level, also known as proxy-based
ALM protocols, requires the deployment of dedicated
servers/proxies on the Internet where they self-organize into
an overlay network and provides a transparent multicast ser-
vice to the end-user (Fig. 5a). End system level ALM proto-
cols on the other hand, assume only a unicast service from the
infrastructure and expect end-system hosts to participate in
providing the multicasting functionality by taking on some of
the forwarding responsibility (Fig. 5b). Figure 5 highlights the
difference between the two approaches to ALM.

The choice between developing an infrastructure level or
an end system level ALM protocol is perhaps driven as much
by business and marketing issues as purely technological ones.
End systems sharing the forwarding load of a multicast session
use the existing Internet infrastructure available to them and
may not be expected to pay more for participating in the mul-
ticast session (as illustrated by the free nature of peer-to-peer
file-transfer applications). An infrastructure of dedicated
proxies deployed over the Internet that offer multicasting ser-
vices however are more likely to expect a service charge.
There are however technological consequences of a choice
between a proxy-based or an end system level approach to
ALM.

Proxy-based ALM protocols can take advantage of existing
IP Multicast islands by including a representative of an island
as an overlay node (and therefore increase their efficiency),
can assume greater bandwidth availability to the proxy nodes
(compared to the bandwidth available to end-systems), can
assume longer life cycle of overlay nodes (compared to tran-
sient nature of end systems), relieve end-systems from any
forwarding responsibility and therefore reduce application
complexity since multicast is transparently made available to
end-systems. The major disadvantage of this approach is the

need for the deployment of dedicated prox-
ies over the inter-network and so incurring
the cost associated with acquiring and
deploying them. Proxy-based ALM may also
be less adaptable to and less optimized for
specific applications since it would typically
provide a generic multicast service rather
than a service specific to a particular class of
applications.

End system ALM protocols enjoy more
flexibility, adaptability to specific application
domains and immediate deployment over
the Internet but may not scale well (to large
number of users or large number of simulta-
neous sessions), must deal with limited
bandwidth of end systems and require end
systems to take on some of the forwarding

responsibility (and therefore increase application software
development complexity).

GROUP MANAGEMENT

Once application domain and deployment level has been
decided, a protocol designer must make some key decisions
regarding how to manage a group of nodes in a multicast ses-
sion. This includes
• Basic group management: how users find out about mul-

ticast sessions, how they join a session (through a Ren-
dezvous Point, or if p2p substrate is required and some
form of flooding is used to find the appropriate source),
how they leave (depending on how permanent and coop-
erative the users are assumed to be), can the users still
contribute to existing multicast session even if they are
not a part of them? Are they assumed to be very tran-
sient and anonymous or more permanent and known
users?

• Whether the management of the group is done in a cen-
tralized or distributed way and how this affects the
design and service provided.

• Whether a mesh-first approach or a tree-first approach is
taken? What are the advantages and disadvantages of
each? If a mesh-first approach is chosen, whether a peer
to peer substrate is assumed to exist and if so, what type
of substrate with what requirements and services does it
provide?

• Whether the protocol will take advantage of existing IP
Multicast islands in order to alleviate part of the multi-
casting load? If so, how they will interface to these
islands?

• Depending on the assumed life-time of the multicast ses-
sions, whether it is necessary to refine the multicast tree
to improve performance as well as deal with fluctuations
in the network resources available and deal with conges-
tion? If so, how aggressive these refinement methodolo-
gies can be with its effects on the stability of the system
and the service provided to users
The basic group management services that an ALM proto-

col provides consists of a mechanism for the new nodes to dis-
cover a multicast session (typically through rendezvous
point(s)), a distributed or a centralized administration, the
mesh-first or the tree-first approach for constructing source-
specific or shared trees based on some metrics. Such charac-
teristics of the group management mechanism are primarily
driven by the application domain. For instance, single-source
video streaming with large number of receivers usually
involves a distributed group management and construction of
a source-specific tree based on bandwidth and delay metrics,

nFigure 5. a) Proxy-based deployment of ALM and b) end-system ALM.
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whereas medium-sized conferencing applications may involve
the mesh-first construction of a shared tree based on band-
width and delay and can afford a centralized approach to the
group management. These characteristics are described next.

Mesh First versus Tree First — There are two basic
approaches to configure the data distribution pathways: mesh-
first, and tree-first. In the mesh-first approach, members keep
a connected mesh topology Fig. 6a among themselves. Usually
the source is chosen as a root and a routing algorithm is run
over the mesh relative to the root to build the tree. This mesh
topology is explicitly created at the beginning, hence it is
known. On the other hand, the resulting tree topology is
unknown. So the quality of the tree depends on the quality of
the mesh chosen. By contrast, in the tree-first approach, the
tree is built directly without any mesh. The members explicitly
select their parent from the known members in the tree. This
may require running an algorithm to detect and avoid loops,
and to ensure that the structure is indeed a tree. There is no
intervening mesh topology here. The reason for using the
tree-first approach over the mesh-first approach is that the
tree-first approach gives direct control over the tree. This con-
trol is valuable for different aspects such as maintaining strict
control over the fan-out, selecting a best parent neighbor that
has enough resources, or responding to the failed members
with a minimum impact to the tree. Another advantage of the
tree first approach is independent actions from each member.
It makes the protocol simple as it has a lower communication
overhead. But when a member changes a parent, it drags all
of its descendents with it (Fig. 6c). This is desirable in the
sense that the descendents do not need to change their neigh-
bors; in fact, they are indeed unaware of the incident. Howev-
er, this can also result in lopsided trees, which are “uneven:
and less efficient than correctly formed trees. The advantage
of the mesh-first approach becomes apparent here as it gives
more freedom to refine the tree. It is possible to manipulate
the tree topology to a significant extent by selecting mesh
neighbors and changing the metrics. A mesh-first approach is
therefore more robust and responsive to tree partitions and is
more suitable for multi-source applications, at the cost of
higher control overhead.

Source Specific Tree versus Shared Tree — In multicasting
two conflicting design goals are

•Minimizing the length of the path (usually in terms hops/end-
to-end delay) to a specific individual destination
•Minimizing the total number of hops or the cumulative end-
to-end delay to forward the packet to all the destinations
To the best of our knowledge, there is yet no good heuristic
to balance these two conflicting goals. The choice between a
source-specific tree (case a) and shared tree (case b) usually
depends on whether the multiple sources use the same overlay
for data distribution or not. Shared trees are preferred when
there is a multiparty communication; i.e. multiple sources
such as online games. It is better than source specific tree in
terms of the maintenance cost. Source specific tree, on the
other hand, allows for optimization of the tree for a given
source, but cannot support efficiently multiple sources on that
tree.

Distributed versus Centralized — Although intuitively one
might think that a distributed routing approach better fits
large-scale applications to efficiently manage group communi-
cation, there are still incentives for a centralized approach
[18]. In a distributed approach, the workload of maintaining
the tree is evenly distributed among the root nodes. But the
synchronous communication among the members for real-
time applications like media streaming is hard to ensure due
to the inherent decision-making delay in distributed tech-
niques. The centralized management of multicast groups is a
fair choice for small-scale applications. It is simple and easy to
deploy. Naturally there is always a risk of single point of fail-
ure in centralized system. Designers must balance simplicity
and practicality versus robustness when choosing one of these
approaches in designing an ALM protocol.

IP Multicast Compatibility — It would be beneficial if an
ALM protocol exploits IP multicasting where it is available.
This is advantageous for applications where the existing infra-
structure of IP Multicasting (typically in a large organization
or company) can be further enhanced to support Internet
users. An example is the Hybrid Distributed Simulation Pro-
tocol (HDSP), which allows military simulations, traditionally
performed on expensive networking infrastructure, to be
extended to home users and/or between multiple multicast
sites [19]. Another example is Island Multicast (IM), which
integrates IP multicast with ALM [20]. It has a two level
architecture, with the top level concerned with packet delivery

nFigure 6. a) A mesh: a network topology with many redundant interconnections between network nodes; b) initial tree; and c) lopsided
tree.
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between “islands” using unicast mechanism and the bottom
level concerned with packet delivery among the members in
an island using IP multicast.

Refinement — Depending upon the order of joining requests
for the same set of nodes, constructed trees might be different
and have different perception quality. The quality of an ALM
path between any pair of members is comparable to the quali-
ty of the unicast path between that pair of members. This
implies requirement of a minimum diameter tree. But, as the
protocol constructs the tree in real time and has no a-priori
knowledge of node arrivals, it is hard to construct this opti-
mum tree. Refinement is a solution to this problem. It moves
the overlay structure from the local optimum to the global
optimum and improves the system’s performance. But exces-
sive refinement makes the structure unstable due to the ad
hoc natures of node behavior. Moreover, the effectiveness of
the refinement to real-time applications is questionable due to
interrupted data distributions among the members. A designer
must thus carefully choose the depth and frequency of tree
refinement for a given application.

ROUTING MECHANISM

Once the overall group management has been designed and
the various choices are decided on, the most important part of
the design is how the tree (or a different structure) is formed
that provides the multicast service. This greatly depends on
the previous choices such as application domain (mainly
determining the quality metric and constraints), the deploy-
ment level (mainly determining the resources available to
each node in terms of permanency as well as bandwidth) and
group management. Design of the routing mechanism typical-
ly involves a (heuristic) solution to a graph theory problem.
That is, given a certain graph (i.e. a certain existing structure
of nodes) and certain constraints on each node (e.g. inbound
and outbound bandwidth constraints), the problem involves
the construction of a structure connecting the group of users
(or in case of a tree, connecting a source to all its recipients)
that satisfies a given requirement; e.g. minimum overlay delay
or minimum worst case delay. The solution to the problem
largely comprises the routing mechanisms; the routing mecha-
nism must then be augmented with stipulations about nodes
leaving the multicast structure, as well as possibly periodic or
event-based refinement strategies for the improvement of the
structure. In this section we provide a survey of common
approaches to the routing mechanism.

Group 1: Shortest Path — The aim of this group is to con-
struct degree constraint minimum diameter spanning tree.
Here they use RTT measurement to determine the shortest
path tree from the source to the end hosts and minimize the
time delay for each application while considering the degree
constraint and QoS. A Shortest Path Tree (SPT) constructs a
minimum cost path from a source node to all its receivers (see
chapter 25 of [21] for Dijkstra’s algorithm for building SPTs).
An SPT or one of its variants is commonly used by ALM pro-

tocols (such as Yoid [22], SpreadIt
[23], TAG [24], RITA [25]) in
order to construct a source-specific
multicast tree or in graph theoretic
terms a rooted tree. Figure 7b
shows the SPT rooted at the filled-
in node. It is important to note
that both MST and SPT can be
modified to respect degree con-
straints of each node [26].

Group 2: Minimum Spanning Tree — This group does not
worry about degree constraint of nodes and just tries to con-
struct a “low cost” tree or in other words a Minimum Span-
ning Tree. Given a graph with a cost associated with each edge
(usually delay), a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) is a tree
with minimum total cost spanning all the members (see Chap-
ter 24 of [21] for Kruskal and Prim’s algorithms for building
MSTs). Given the graph with edge costs shown in Fig. 7a, an
MST is constructed to have the minimum total cost as shown
in Fig. 7c (total cost is 11 in this example). A MST is common-
ly used by a centralized ALM protocol such as ALMI [27] and
HBM [28] in order to construct a low cost shared tree that is
not rooted at any particular source (a shared tree implies that
all nodes use the same tree to distribute their data).

Group 3: Clustering Structure — This group constructs a
cluster of nodes that can be used to construct trees. In order
to better organize the overlay tree and reduce control mes-
sage overhead, some ALM protocols such as ZIGZAG [12]
and NICE [12] construct a hierarchical cluster of nodes with
each cluster having a “head” representing it in the higher
layer (Fig. 8). The advantage of a hierarchical clustering
approach to multicast tree routing is the reduction in control
overhead (nodes keep states only about a subset of other
nodes) and faster joining and management of the tree at the
cost of a sub-optimal tree and a lack of hard guarantees on
the degree limitation of each node.

Group 4: Peer-to-Peer Structure — In P2P structure, the
routing is simply done through reverse-path forwarding or for-
ward-path forwarding or in some cases a combination of both
types. From Table 2, we observe that many ALM protocols
(such as RMX [29], Gossamer [30], Bayeux [31], Borg [32],
Scribe [33]) operate based on an existing peer-to-peer sub-
strate that serves as a mesh on top of which an overlay multi-
cast tree can be constructed using either a reverse-path
forwarding scheme (Gossamer [30], RMX [29], Scribe [33]), a
forward-path forwarding scheme (Bayeux [31]) or both (Borg
[32]). The advantage of these approaches includes low control
overhead and distributed management of the multicast tree
but they do not restrict the degree of each node and are sub-
optimal.

nFigure 7. a) A graph with link costs; b) shortest path tree, and c) minimum spanning tree.
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It should be noted that Peer to Peer technology is a
research area of its own, and a big one at that. In general, a
P2P system is a system where peers communicate directly with
one another. As such, there is not necessarily a multicasting
component, and therefore outside the scope of this article.
For example, Kazaa is a well-known P2P file sharing system
that does not use multicasting. The P2P aspect mentioned
here applies only to ALM systems that happen to also have a
P2P component, such as TVUPlayer [34], Sopcast [35], and
PPLive [36], to name a few.

DEGREE-CONSTRAINT ROUTING

The feasibility of carrying multicast data over the ALM
depends on whether or not there is available bandwidth (out
degree) at the end hosts. Usually end hosts have asymmetric
downloading and uploading speeds. Moreover, heterogeneity
of outgoing bandwidth of end hosts forces protocols to consid-
er realistic degree assignment. It may happen that a user has
zero out degree, i.e. pure receiver. In the real world, around
50 percent of hosts have zero out degree to support streaming
bit rate [37]. From a practical perspective, the asymmetric
bandwidth fact cannot be ignored and should be taken into
consideration to assign out degrees to nodes during imple-
mentation. It reflects the maximum bandwidth a node can
provide. For example, if a node has an out degree of 4, it
means it can support at most 4 children. There are two types
of degree constrains. In some cases there is only a bound for
the maximum number of edges that a node can have that is
usually flexible and can be changed according to different
applications. In other cases there is a fixed bound that is
restrict and predetermined. Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)
and Shortest Path Tree (SPT) routing algorithms can be mod-
ified to respect the degree constraints of each node. The
problem of finding minimum-cost degree-constrained multi-
cast trees or degree-constrained Steiner trees is NP-complete
[38]. There exists several heuristic approximation algorithms
addressing this problem [21, 39–42]. Some of these algorithms
(such as [40, 41]) do not provide exact guarantees on the
degree of each node in the tree and instead provide a bound
on the worst-case degree. Others focus on constructing a sin-
gle tree and do not consider multiple trees over the same
graph ([21, 42, 43]). Though there has been some research
with regards to constructing multiple trees on a shared graph
[44], they still only provide a bound on the worst case (maxi-
mum) degree of any node as opposed to guarantees on the
individual maximum degree for every node as is required for a
protocol supporting multi-source collaboration applications.

SURVEY AND CLASSIFICATION OF
ALM PROTOCOLS

As mentioned previously, a plethora of ALM protocols has
emerged from both the research and practice arenas. This sec-
tion lists a number of such protocols that were published
between 1995 and 2005. To simply list these protocols would
not serve much purpose to the reader. As such, we have tabu-
lated the surveyed protocols based on their class, in order to
provide practitioners in the field with a comparative percep-
tive of these protocols. We have used the design, routing,
application, and group characteristics described earlier in
order to create a classification of the protocols. The ALM
protocol are categorized here based on their routing charac-
teristics described earlier (Table 2), and application/group
configurations as described previously (Table 3).

A CLOSER LOOK

While covering the details of each of the ALM protocols men-
tioned in the above tables will not fit in one article, it is bene-
ficial to look at some of them in order to get a better
understanding of the inner working principles of an ALM pro-
tocol. This can also serve as a tutorial for those interested in
developing their own ALM protocol for a specific application.
For this purpose, we have chosen to look into three of the
more popular protocols: ZIGZAG [13], NICE [12], and
OMNI [13].

ZIGZAG

ZIGZAG [12] is a single source, degree-bounded application
layer multicasting approach for media streaming. It organizes
receivers into a hierarchy of clusters and builds the multicast
tree on top of it. The recursive rules of organizing the nodes
into a multi-layer hierarchy of clusters are demonstrated in
Fig. 9. Assume that, H is the number of layers and K > 3 is a
constant. Layer 0 contains all of the nodes. Nodes in layer j <
H – 1 are partitioned into clusters of sizes in [k, 3k], where
layer H – 1 has only one cluster of size [2, 3k]. A node in a
cluster at layer j < H is selected to be the head of that cluster.
This head becomes a member of layer j + 1 if j < H – 1. The
server S is by default the head of any cluster where it belongs.

The administrative organization represents logical relation-
ships while the physical relationships among the nodes are
maintained through a multicast tree (Fig. 10). The rules to
define the multicast tree in ZIGZAG are as follows: A node
may not have any link to or from any other node except at the
highest layer (node 4 at layer 1, Fig. 10). At the highest layer,
a node can only have links to its foreign subordinates (node 4
at layer 2 only links to nodes 5, 6, and 7 at layer 1, which are
foreign subordinates of 4, and the only exception is the server;
at the highest layer, Fig. 10). At layer j < H – 1, non-head
members of a cluster cannot get the content from their head,
instead they get the content directly from a foreign head
(non-head nodes in layer-0 cluster of node 1 have a link from
their foreign head 2; nodes 1, 2 and 3 have a link from their
foreign head S, Fig. 10).

The motivation for not using the head as the parent for its
subordinates in ZIGZAG is justified as follows. The members
of a cluster receive content from their cluster head. If the high-
est layer of node X is j, X would have links to its subordinates
at each layer where it belongs to. Since j can be H – 1, the
worst-case node degree would be H × (3k – 1) = Ω(logkN).
Thus nodes closer to the source have large out-degrees and run
out their bandwidth quickly, which might not be acceptable for
bandwidth-intensive media streaming applications. Moreover
when the parent node fails, the head of its children is still work-
ing and helps to reconnect the children to the new parent
immediately. It is proven that the worst case degree of a node
and the height of the multicast tree are O(k2) and O(logkN)
respectively [12]. The join request is propagated down the mul-
ticast tree until a suitable parent is found while keeping the
structure defined by the rules. It finds a node that it is closest
to the lowest layer. ZIGZAG periodically runs optimization
algorithms to improve the quality of service to clients. Degree-
based and capacity-based switching approaches are taken to
balance the degree and the load of the nodes respectively.

NICE
NICE [12] is a recursive acronym which stands for the NICE
Internet Cooperative Environment. This scalable application
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layer multicast protocol uses a hierarchical clustering approach
to support a larger number of receivers. NICE was designed
to provide architecture for low bandwidth soft real-time data
stream applications such as real-time stock quotes and updates
and Internet radio.

It organizes hosts in a hierarchy of layers and each layer
has several clusters of hosts. The lowest layer in the hierarchy
is denoted by L0. The size of the cluster is between K to 3K –
1, where K is a constant. Each cluster has a leader to commu-
nicate with higher layers. It is chosen at the center of the clus-

nTable 2. Classification of ALM protocols based on routing algorithm.

ALM Protocol Routing
Group

Degree
Constraint

Tree
Refinement Node Joins At Control

Overhead Features

ALMI [27] 2 No Periodically Closest node O(N) –Minimizes average cost of shortest path trees rooted at
group members

Amcast [45] 2 Restricted No Not specified O(log N) –Minimize diameter while respecting the degree con-
straints

Bayeux [31] 4 Bounded Yes Closest node O(log N) –Forwarding path
–Tapestry structure

Borg [32] 4 Bounded Yes Closest node O(log2
bN)

–Both forwarding path and reverse path
–Pastry structure

BTP1 [45] 1, 2 Bounded Depending on
application Not specified Total number

of switches –Minimizes root-path latency for a specific node

CAN Multicast [46] 4 Bounded No Closest node O(d) –CAN structure

CoopNet [18] 1 Bounded No Closest node O(log N) –Minimizes the average delay

Delaunay [47] 4 Bounded No Not applicable — –Mesh structure

Gossamer &
Scattercast [30] 3 Restricted Yes Head of the

island —
–Simple clustering–Based on Scattercast
–RMXs organize themselves into a spanning tree
–A hierarchy of traffic classes for bandwidth allocation

HBM [28] 2 No Periodically Closest node O(log N) –Minimizes the average delay

HMTP [48] 3 No Periodically DM of the
island —

–Simple clustering
–Uses DVMRP for spanning tree
–Minimum average delay

MVEMP [49] 1 Yes No Closest to root O(n2)
–Multiple degree or bandwidth constraint trees minimiz-
ing delay

Narada [15] 1 Bounded Periodically Random join O(n2) —

NICE [12] 3 Restricted Periodically Cluster head O(log N)
–Hierarchical clustering
–Minimizes maximum distance to all other hosts in the
cluster

OMNI [13] 1 Restricted Periodically Source O(log N) –Minimizes the average delay
–Considers Minimum maximum latency

OveRCast [50] 1 No Periodically Source O(log N) –Minimize the average bandwidth

ProBaSS [51] 1 Yes No Closest node — –Proxy-based single-source ALM protocol

PST* [52] 1, 2 Yes Yes Not specified Total number
of switches –Incorporate application specified priority for the packet

RITA [25] 1 Restricted When application
quality is violated Closest node O(log N) –Minimizes average delay

RMX [29] 3 Bounded Yes Cluster head —

–Simple clustering
–Based on Scattercast
–RMXs organize themselves into a spanning tree
–A hierarchy of traffic classes for bandwidth allocation

Scribe [33] 4 Bounded Yes Closest node O(log2
bN)

–Reverse path
–Pastry

SpreadIt [23] 1 Restricted No Source O(dL) –Minimizes the average delay

TAG [24] 1 Bounded No Source O(k(log N)) –Minimizes the average delay

TBCP [53] 2 Yes No Root — –End-system multicast with dynamic group join and
leave

Yoid [22] 1 Restricted Periodically Closest node O(log N) –Minimizes the average delay

ZIGZAG [12] 3 Restricted Periodically Cluster head O (K*log N)
or O (k)

–Hierarchical clustering
–Minimum average delay

1 BTP and PST belong to both group one and two since they use SPF when minimizing delay and MST when lower cost is desired
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nTable 3. Classification of ALM protocols based on application/group configuration.

ALM Protocol Application
Domain

Deployment
Level

Peer-to-Peer
substrate
required

Exploit IP
Multicast

Centralized
or
Distributed

Shared or
Source-Specific
Tree

Metric Tree-First or
Mesh-First Refinement

ALMI [27] 2 End-system — No C Shared Delay Tree-first Yes

Amcast [46] 1 Proxy-based — No C Shared Delay Band-
width Tree-first No

Bayeux [31] 1 Proxy-based CAN Yes D Source-specific Delay Mesh-first Yes

Borg [32] 3 Proxy-based Tapestry No D Source-specific Delay Band-
width Mesh-first No

BTP1 [46] 4 End system — No D Both Delay Tree-first No

CAN Multicast [47] 3 Proxy-based Pastry No D Source-specific Delay Mesh1 No

CoopNet [18] 1 End-system — No C Source-specific Delay Band-
width Tree-first No

Delaunay [48] 3 Proxy-based — No D Source-specific Geographi-
cal position Mesh2 No

Gossamer &
Scattercast [30] 3 Proxy-based — Yes D Source-specific Delay Band-

width Mesh-first Yes

HBM [28] 2 CombineD Pastry No C Shared Delay Tree-first Yes

HMTP [49] 1 Proxy-based — Yes D Shared Delay Tree-first Yes

MVEMP [50] 2 End system No No C Source specific Bandwidth,
delay Mesh-first No

Narada [15] 2 End-system — No D Source-specific Delay Band-
width Mesh-first Yes

NICE [12] 1 End-system — No D Source-specific Delay Band-
width Mesh-first3 Yes

OMNI [13] 1 Proxy-based — Yes D Source-specific Delay Band-
width Tree-first Yes

OveRCast [51] 4 Proxy-based — No D Source-specific Bandwidth Tree-first No

ProBaSS [52] 1 Proxy-based Yes No C Source-specific Delay Tree-first No

PST* [53] 2 End system No No D Source Specific Priority,
delay Tree-first Yes

RITA [25] 1 Proxy-based — No D Source-specific Delay Band-
width Mesh-first Yes

RMX [29] 4 Proxy-based ScatterCast Yes D Shared Delay Band-
width Mesh-first Yes

Scribe [33] 3 Proxy-based ScatterCast No D Source-specific Delay Band-
width Mesh-first Yes

SpreadIt [23] 1 End-system — No D Source-specific Bandwidth
Delay Tree-first No

TAG [24] 1 End-system — No D Source-specific Topology
Bandwidth Tree-first No

TBCP [54] 3 End-system — No D Source-specific Delay Band-
width Tree-first No

YoiD [22] 3 End-system — Yes D Shared Bandwidth
Delay Tree-
first4

Yes

ZIGZAG [12] 1 End-system — No D Source-specific Delay Band-
width Mesh-First 3 Yes

1 CAN-Multicast doesn't make a tree (duplicate copies)
2 Using Delaunay triangulation, an explicit tree constructing algorithm is not actually needed
3 A hierarchical cluster of nodes is constructed and a tree is built on top of this hierarchy & since the out degree of a node is potentially unbounded, they see
if a node is overwhelmed and try to offload
4 A mesh also exists but is constructed after the tree
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ter; i.e., the leader has the minimum maximum distance to all
other hosts in the cluster. Hierarchical arrangement of hosts
in NICE is presented in Fig. 11.

This hierarchical structure ensures following properties for
the distribution of hosts in different layers,
• A host only belongs to a single cluster at any layer
• A host is a member of all layers L0, L1, …, Lj–1, in fact a

leader, if it stays in layer Lj
• A host is in layer Lj if it is a leader Lj–1
• Cluster size is bounded between K and 3K – 1 except the

highest layer that has only a single member.
• There are at most logkN layers

On top of the hierarchy, NICE can build source-specific
trees of different kind. Figure 12 is an example of control
and data delivery paths for a two layer hierarchy. All Ai
hosts are in layer L0 and distributed in different clusters at
that layer. All B0 hosts are members of both layers, namely
L0 and L1. The layer L1 has only one cluster consisting of
all the Bi hosts and Co, where it is the leader at this clus-
ter and layer. For example, member A0 only belongs to
layer L0 and thus has control paths to A1, A2 and B0 where-
as member B0 stays in both layers L0 and L1 and therefore
its control paths extends to both member of L0 cluster (i.e.
A0, A1, A2) and L1 cluster (i.e. B1, B2, C0). NICE assumes
that there is a special node named Rendezvous Point (RP)
which is known to all members. Figure 13 is an example of

the join procedure. Let us assume that host A12 wants to
join the multicast group. It sends a join query to the RP.
The RP responds with a list of hosts that are present at
the highest layer in the hierarchy. The joining host then
figures out the best one in the highest layer based on dis-
tance. In the example, the highest layer L2 has just one
member, namely C0. Host C0 then informs A12 about the
three other members (B0, B1 and B2) in its L1 cluster. A12
then contacts each of the members to identify the closest
member among them. This iterative procedure continues
until it reaches to L0 cluster.

NICE allows nodes in a cluster to exchange periodic
messages to maintain appropriate peer relationships. Clus-
ter leader also exchanges messages to its higher layer mem-
bers. Cluster leader is responsible of maintaining proper
cluster size and thus applies the splitting or the merging
algorithm when needed. Since node joining and leaving may
result in changes, the cluster leader has methods for refine-
ment. Therefore, each member, H, in any layer Li periodi-
cally probes all members in its super-cluster — the leaders
of layer Li clusters — to identify the closest member to
itself in the super-cluster. If there is any improvement, it
leaves the current cluster and switches to the new cluster.
This refinement approach detects inaccurate placement of
hosts in clusters and gradually moves to global optimal hier-
archy.

nFigure 9. Administrative organization of nodes [12].
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OMNI

The Overlay Multicast Network Infrastructure (OMNI) [13]
offers overlay architecture to efficiently implement media
streaming applications. Service providers deploy Multicast
Service Nodes (MSNs) that act as application layer multicast
forwarding entities for a set of clients. Most importantly,
MSNs run a distributed protocol to form a multicast data
delivery backbone. The data delivery path can be built using
network layer multicast, application layer multicast, or a
sequence of unicasts that is independent of data delivery path
used in the overlay backbone. OMNI’s architecture is shown
in Fig. 14.

The goal of OMNI is to improve, i.e. minimize, the laten-
cies to the entire client set. MSNs are given priorities based
on the population of clients. Thus relative importance of the
MSNs varies as clients join and leave the session. OMNI for-
mulates its objective to construct the minimum average-laten-
cy degree-bounded spanning tree with different importance to
MSNs and proposes iterative distributed solution. The multi-
cast overlay network can be modeled as a complete directed
graph, defined by G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices
and E = V × V is the set of edges. Each vertex in V corre-
sponds to an MSN. The edge(i, j) in G represents the unicast
path from MSN i to MSN j. The overlay latency, from MSN i
to MSN j, is the summation of all the unicast latencies along
the overlay path from i to j on the tree T. On the other hand,
Client has a latency consisting of

•The latency from the media
source to the root MSN r

•The overlay latency Lr,d on the
OMNI path from root MSN r
to destination MSN d

•The latency from the MSN d
to the client i

The arrangement of the MSNs
affects only the overlay latency,
and the other two components do
not depend upon the OMNI over-
lay structure. Hence, OMNI only
tries to optimize the overlay laten-
cy between the root MSN and the
destination MSN d in constructing
the OMNI overlay backbone.
OMNI solves the Minimum aver-

age-latency degree-bounded directed spanning tree problem
as follows: Find a directed spanning tree, T of G rooted at the
MSN, r, satisfying the degree-constraint at each node, such that
Σi∈MciLr,i is minimized where M is the set of all MSN and ci is
the number of clients served by the MSN i.

OMNI also defines two terms: aggregate subtree clients (Si)
and aggregate subtree latency (Λi). The first one denotes the
entire set of clients served by all MSNs in the subtree rooted
at MSN i, while the aggregate subtree latency denotes the
summation of overlay latency of each MSN in the subtree,
from MSN i, which is weighted by the number of clients at
that MSN. Mathematically, we can say that:

Here, Children(i) is the set of children of i in the overlay
tree and ci denotes the number of clients directly served by i.
Each MSN i keeps the following state information:
• The overlay path from the root to itself
• The aggregate subtree clients, si
• The aggregate subtree latency, Λi
• The unicast latency between itself and tree neighbors
OMNI initially runs as an initialization algorithm and then
incrementally refines the overlay tree. Each MSN sends a join
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request to the root MSN after measuring the unicast latency
between itself and the root MSN. A join request is simply a
tuple like <Latency to root, Degree bound>. During the initial-
ization phase, MSNs have no information about the clients’
population. The root MSN creates the initial data delivery
tree using a centralized algorithm by exploiting the stored join
request information. It then distributes the data delivery struc-
ture to the MSNs. Due to changes in network condition and
clients’ distribution to MSNs, OMNI continuously applies
refinement operations to discover a better data delivery tree.
It defines five local refinement operations, namely child pro-
mote, parent child swap, iso level-2 swap, iso level-2 transfer,
aniso level-1-2 swap. The aggregate subtree latency on the
tree for the min max latency problem is reduced by local
refinement operations. These operations guide the objective
function to the local optimum but they alone cannot guaran-
tee global optimal. Therefore OMNI defines a probabilistic
transformation and random swap procedure to allow MSNs to
discover global optimal.

OPEN ISSUES AND FUTURE WORK

The list of ALM protocols presented in this article covers the
diversity of approaches to ALM protocols and serves to illus-
trate their characteristics, but it is not an exhaustive list since
it focuses on relatively earlier efforts at the exclusion of the
protocols that have currently emerged. More recent endeavors
examine the issue of trust in overlay networks  [54], handling
heterogeneity of users [55], providing resilience [56], and tak-
ing into account node availability [57] as well as high-band-
width file transfer and downloading [17]. BP (Branching
point) based approaches have many invaluable features like
incremental deployment, low memory requirement and high
scalability. BMP [58] (Branching based Multicast Protocol) is
a BP protocol. BMP’s packet forwarding method has very lit-
tle impact on unicast packet forwarding. It avoids packet
duplications, in other BP based approaches which occurs in
the presence of network asymmetry. Join process has some
level of locality property and many join process can be done
simultaneously. Referencing [59] shows how to directly map
the node load to the delay penalty at the application host, and
create a new model that captures the trade offs between the
desire to select shortest path trees and the need to constrain
the load on the hosts. VRing [60] (Virtual Ring), an applica-
tion layer multicast protocol, establishes a virtual ring as an
overlay network among the multicast group members in a self-
organizing and distributed manner. It has a higher path

stretch and a higher link stress than some other ALM proto-
cols. But it provides less control overhead, consumes less
bandwidth, and provides lower average degree node. The
major problem of a ring based topology is the potentially
large routing delay a packet may incur especially for large
multicast group. Reference [61] constructs topologically-aware
data paths which are based on topological clustering of multi-
cast group members. It does not require any exact network
topology information, but instead requires the relative loca-
tion information of members using landmarks. Protocol parti-
tions the members into topologically-aware clusters based on
the ordering of their close landmarks. Topologically-aware
data paths can reduce unnecessary high latency and redundant
network resource usage with low overhead over existing scal-
able approaches. SOT (Secure Overlay Tree) offers data con-
fidentiality in ALM [62]. To achieve data confidentiality, data
encryption keys are shared among the multicast group mem-
bers. For a large and dynamic group, re-encryption and re-
keying operations incur high processing operation at nodes.
SOT introduces a scalable scheme which clusters ALM peers
so as to localize re-keying within a cluster and to limit re-
encryption at cluster boundaries, thereby minimizing the total
nodal processing overhead with little cost in network perfor-
mance in terms of network stress and delay. A new algorithm,
called Fastcast [63], is introduced. It is a root based, online,

nFigure 13. Joining process in NICE [12].
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and topology-aware ALM, Fastcast is controlled by a parame-
ter, and by changing this parameter it is possible to control
the trade-off between used traffic and the worst-case length of
the application layer path. ALM algorithms for P2P applica-
tions can benefit form the possibility of limiting the number of
children in the ALM tree, since many nodes could be con-
nected by slow modem connections.

An open issue for all ALM protocol is that of tree refine-
ment: the reorganization or shuffling of the nodes in the tree.
This is usually conducted to enhance the system performance.
In ALM, the quality of the path between any pair of members
is comparable to the quality of the unicast path between that
pair of members. Typically a lower diameter tree performs bet-
ter than a higher diameter tree. Hence, refinement is a way to
improve the quality of the ALM structure once it is already
constructed. A key point is that, if a node with zero out-degree
joins to a multicast session, the tree can not be extended
beyond that point which ultimately increases the height of the
tree. To handle such situations refinement acts as a solution.
But it is an expensive operation and thus should be applied in
special conditions. This is because protocols require too much
information to carry out the operation. Research should there-
fore be conducted to find efficient mechanisms to determine
whether or not refinement is applicable to a particular node. If
so, how much it improves the performance of the system, say in
terms average latency or other parameters. The protocol should
also be aware of the transient period of the refinement when it
actually takes place — does it affects its dependent nodes, if so
by how much. Furthermore, the protocol must consider its side
effects like churn that may lead to inconsistent systems. As an
example, OMNI uses local transformations (child promote, par-
ent-child swap, iso-level-2 transfer, aniso+level-1-2 swap) and
probabilistic transformations (simulated annealing) to refine its
structure. As it is an expensive operation and requires extra
care, frequent refinement may adversely affects the system per-
formance. Most of the ALM protocols strategically and infre-
quently apply refinement operation.

Another open issue is balancing the two conflicting design
goals mentioned earlier:
• Minimizing the length of the paths (usually in terms

hops) to the individual destinations
• Minimizing the total number of hops to forward the

packet to all the destinations
The minimum spanning tree (MST) and the shortest path tree
(SPT) are two well-known data distribution methods in ALM.
The MST optimizes the resource usage of the multicast tree
but the pair-wise paths may not be optimal and can cause
large end-to-end delays. Hence it is suitable for non-interac-
tive data dissemination when end-to-end delays are not an
issue. In SPT, the distribution tree will consist of separate uni-
cast connections from the sender to each receiver. It is opti-
mal from the source to the receiver in terms of end-to-end
delay but it causes high consumption of network resources.
Moreover, it is not practical when the sender’s bandwidth is
not sufficient to serve all receivers simultaneously. Scaleable
ALM systems usually require clustering of the nodes. The
advantage of a hierarchical clustering is the reduction in con-
trol overhead as nodes keep states only about a subset of
other nodes. Furthermore, faster joining and group manage-
ment is possible at the cost of a sub-optimal tree.

CONCLUSION

In this article, we looked at the roots and rationale behind
Application Layer Multicasting. Compared to IP multicasting,
ALM has certain disadvantages such as longer delays and less

efficient traffic generation. However, due to its overwhelming
advantages for certain applications, such as immediate deploy-
ability and application-specific adaptation, it can be a practical
solution to many of the existing problems in multi-user com-
munications. The fact that an ALM protocol can be devel-
oped and deployed on the Internet without the need to make
any changes to the existing network infrastructure, and the
ability to evolve and apply modifications to the protocol
quickly and easily at the application layer has helped the
ALM approach to have a quicker start compared to other
multi-user communications solutions. These advantages have
caused the serious consideration and development of ALM
protocols which in turn would lead to the creation of new
applications and communications paradigms on the Internet.

The popularity of application layer multicasting continues
to grow in different fields as an alternative to native IP multi-
casting. These include news group, video conferencing, inter-
net games, internet jukebox, interactive chat-lines, distant
learning, and video on demand just to name a few. Although
ALM is considered as an active research topic over the last
decade, still there are many open issues to continue research
for creating efficient and robust ALM protocols in terms of
application domain requirements and the quality of service.
This survey article functions as a reference guide for new
researchers in this field to use as a starting point.
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